Smart Meter OP ED
Smart Meters are data gathering and control endpoints of the Smart Grid. The Smart Grid was
kicked into gear when the Federal Government passed the Stimulus Bill in Feb 2009 providing an 11
Billion Dollar financial motivation for what we see happening with Smart Meter Deployment nationwide.
Propaganda of lowering power costs and improving the environment are false promises to hide
the real objective of data collection, surveillance and control. Actually, the US Power Grid becomes
more insecure with remote access and our environment is harmed by the substantial increase in RF
Microwave transmissions. Smart Meters commonly utilize RF Microwave Frequencies similar to cell
phones to provide 2 way communications with the utility. This not only puts individual customers at risk
of hacking by Bad Actors, but also puts the whole power grid at risk because now your power can be cut
remotely. Utilities tell you it is a good thing that your power can be disconnected remotely.
Smart Meters being remotely reprogrammable, having undisclosed capabilities, and completely
out of our control, should scare every American who cares about security and safety for their home &
family. Think 4th Amendment!
Smart Meters observe your power usage patterns during the day. This exposes activities like
when you are home, when you sleep etc. When you consider that detailed data gathering does not
benefit the customer at all; and yet makes tremendous profits for utilities and other agencies through
Federal Grants and data sales to third parties, you start to see why the corporate leaning regulatory
bodies like Oregon Public Utilities Commission are so dead set on forcing this invasive computerized
technology on our homes. They levy completely illegal Opt Out Fees and yet are getting away with it in
many US States, including Oregon.
Smart Meters do not save the consumer money! It only costs the consumer more and more!
Computerized overbilling cannot be disputed successfully since there is no mechanical proof.
Overbilling is common. Utility fees go Up and Up after deployment of Smart Meters. Then they will
start Time-Of-Use to gouge you some more to keep your home warm or cool.
New Mexico’s Public Regulation Commission rejected the Smart Meter Deployment with Opt
Out Fees because it did not benefit the public in any way and all power company claimed benefits to
customers were declared false. Smart Meters only cost the customer more with no benefits.
Why did Oregon Public Utilities Commissioners approve and New Mexico’s Public Regulation
Commissioners reject? New Mexico has “Elected” Commissioners which held public “Hearings” in which
public comments and submitted evidence is allowed and must be included in the record for
consideration. Oregon has “Appointed” Commissioners who did not hold public “Hearings” on Pacific
Power’s Smart Meter Deployment Application with Opt Out Fees. Oregon PUC only had “meetings” in
which public testimony was not allowed. The lack of contrary evidence on the record makes the Oregon
PUC feel emboldened to repeat Pacific Power’s lies as if they were true.
The US Supreme Court is the only way to reverse this travesty of citizens being forced to decide
between their health, safety and privacy; or; having to pay Extortion Fees that many just cannot afford.
US citizens that have removed their smart meter and replaced it with an analog meter, which is
completely within their constitutional rights to protect their home with force if necessary, are being
convicted of Tampering Laws. Tampering Laws were never enacted to allow a utility to force an invasive
harmful device on our homes, and of which they have total control! This is completely in violation of
our 4th Amendment Rights and must be the basis of the appeal to the US Supreme Court. The illegal Opt
Out Fees that were used to force this invasion on Americans is plain and simple Mafia style Extortion.
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Although the Opt Out fees are Double Billing, this argument will not hold up legally because they
can pass a new budget removing the double billing. That feeling you get in your gut when you know
something is wrong, but you just cannot put your finger on it, is totally justified in this case. Reducing
costs by eliminating meter readers is a smoke-screen and a lie! The costs to read Smart Meters many
times exceeds the costs to read analog meters! To read customers power usage with a Smart Meter,
they must install new meters, new antennas, new infrastructure, hire more new personnel than the
meter readers they fired, maintain the smart grid infrastructure, etc.
Customers refusing smart meters are being charged Opt Out fees, Meter Reading Fees and
Meter installation fees while customers who accept Smart Meters are not being charged additional costs
necessary to read their meters, installation fees or any other smart grid expenses! The Oregon Public
Utilities Commissioners are bound by Oregon Statutes to insure fair cost based rates to customers; they
have violated the law!
We have covered the 2 main issues so far;
1. Our Constitutional Rights to Choice when it comes to our home and safety, were violated.
2. Illegal Extortionary means were utilized.
Additional risks of Smart Meters not presented into evidence at Oregon Public Utilities Commission
meetings are numerous.
Exposure to RF Microwaves 24/7. Despite the thousands of studies clearly showing the harm of nonionizing RF Microwave exposure, this technology is being forced on our homes without our informed
consent, exposing us to high power RF Microwave pulses every few seconds, 10,000 to 190,000 times a
day.
Smart Meter Fires due to internal failure. Utilities divert attention away from this extreme risk to life
and property by blaming fires on Hot Sockets and faulty wiring, accepting no responsibility and providing
no insurance for Smart Meters. Smart Meter fires are well documented and still happening. In the first
6 months of 2018 British Columbia had 60 Smart Meter fires. Analog Meters never catch on fire!
Citizens in the U.S. are supposed to be protected by the constitution. The Right to refuse this fire risk
on our homes is being taken away! The financial hardship of Opt Out Fees is just too much for many
and people were not informed of the dangers. There is purposeful deception & lying taking place which
is depriving the public of critical information that directly affects their family’s safety!
What will they put inside these meters forced onto our homes next? 5G? More advanced spying and
control technology? How can we Stop this Invasion on our homes?
Band every County and City in your state together in a class action law suit against your states Utility
Commission! Educate your county commissioners and legal counsel. The combining of legal teams
means no more running out of money to force this to the US Supreme Court.
Join with Josephine County Oregon in doing ordinances to stop smart meters. Force the US Supreme
Court to Rule on Our Right to Refuse Computerized Technology being forced on our homes.
We must stand up and win this or our rights as Americans will be gone forever ! !
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